Since any subgroup of a solvable group is solvable, G cannot be solvable. 
In [l]
Cayley showed that the total number of (free) trees with labeled vertices Vi, • • • , v n is n n~2 by exhibiting a correspondence between them and the terms of (vi+ • • • +v n ) n~2 viv 2 • • • v n . This note shows that the correspondence determines the trees of given degree specification (the degree of a point is the number of lines incident to it; the degree specification is (fei, k 2 , • • • ) with ki the number of points of degree i). More precisely, if T(n; ki, fe» • • • ) is the number of labeled trees with degree specification (fei, k 2 , • • * ) it will be shown that
, and Y n the Bell multivariable polynomial. 3. Some special cases of (1) 
